Rebuilding a Fire-Damaged Home
The cost of rebuilding the 131 Tremont property will directly influence the probability that a new
owner will step forward to take on the project. New ownership could come via a private buyer, it
could come after a foreclosure, or it could come after an extended period with no activity.
Guy Neumann, one of WECA’s Sector Representatives, is a general contractor experienced in
significant construction projects and with the requirements of the City’s Historic Preservation
Ordinance.
Guy’s opinion on the cost of rebuilding, after viewing the interior and exterior photos, was that it
could cover a wide range. He felt that it would cost at least $250,000 at an absolute minimum. This
would be a best-case scenario in which much of the existing structure could be salvaged. This would
meet the minimum exterior requirements of the City’s Historic Preservation Ordinance but be basic
on the inside.
At the other end of the spectrum would be a complete rebuild of the home like it was originally
constructed. That level of interior and exterior detail would easily meet the City’s requirements but
would come with a price tag of somewhere between $750,000 and $900,000.
As a point of reference, Guy noted that new construction tends to cost between $175/sqft and
$200/sqft. The City records indicate the existing structure is 5,822 sqft. This suggests that if nothing
from the 131 Tremont site could be salvaged then the cost would be between $1mm and $1.15mm.

There is a non-profit in the City whose mission is to restore buildings in a different neighborhood
that are in a similar condition to 131 Tremont Street. One of their leaders reported that they
consistently spend more than $500,000 on their projects of comparable size. Budgets varied based
on the amount of damage, but he felt that restoring 131 Tremont was in line with the largest
restoration projects that they have undertaken.

Based on an exchange with Guy, and the conversation with non-profit, I created a rough budget of
what it might take to rebuild the existing house. It totals about $668,000 and is included on the next
page. The goal of this exercise was to better understand where the money would need to go in order
to bring back a home with significant damage.

Building a smaller home on the site would be another option. The proposed building would need to
satisfy zoning regulations, which generally require a 2+ story building with a minimum width and
depth to ensure that it is an appropriate scale compared to the typical home in the zoning district.
The Historic Preservation Commission would have a say in the exterior appearance of the building.

